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Special Issue: Children's Grief Our Mission

To assist those who have lost a loved 
one - in liturgy, prayer, and support.  To 
provide an opportunity to look at grief  
from many perspectives and to help each person 
find their own avenue of expression.

I'm Here, Can You See Me?

The smile is gone from my mother's face.
As life has slowed to a snail's pace.
The dishes aren't done, beds not made.
Calls coming in from bills not paid.

Parents barely speaking to each other.
When they do they are fighting with one another.
Mom sits in her room staring through tears.
Wish I could talk to her about my fears.

I wish I could change the way things are,
But crossing the room seems extremely far.
I'm hurting too and I need to talk.
Wish someone would go with me for a walk.

Mom and Dad are home but I feel alone.
Only sounds heard are the telephone.
Did I do something to cause this pain?
Will we ever be a real family again?

Hello, I'm here. Can you see I'm sad!
I'm hurting too and it makes me mad.
I need a hug and to hear I love you.
I feel the loss and need help to get through.

Hello, I'm here. Can you see I'm sad!
By Linda J. Stilson

Upcoming Events

Saturday,
Oct. 16th

Give your grief a break.  A fun Movie 
Night at 5:30 pm in the Parish Hall.  
Popcorn, drinks, deserts.  Bring a meal or 
sandwich for yourself.

Tuesday,
Nov. 2nd

All Souls Day Mass.  Parishioners who 
have died in the last year will be honored.

Saturday,
Dec. 18th

Christmas Social at 5:30 pm in the parish 
hall.

Whispering Words Of Encouragement

The Lord is...full of kindness.  He is close to all 
who call on Him sincerely...He hears their cries 
for help and rescues them.  He protects all those 
who love Him.

Psalm 145:17-20

Giving Thanks

Supportive Friends:  Godly friends are a great 
support system. 

They lift your arms when you're weary and 
encourage you to keep going when you feel like 
giving up.  Isn't it wonderful to see how God 
strategically placed the ones you needed in just 
the right place at just the right time.?

From “199 Reasons To Be Thankful” By Janice Hanna

Humor For The Heart

What did the circle say to the triangle?
I'll always be around if you need me.

For more information contact: wmoncrief@parishdeacon.com



Children's Grief Neglected

In many cases, children's grief is neglected.  
Although it isn't done intentionally, parents may  
be so caught up in their own grief that they don't 
realize that their children are also suffering from 
the loss and need someone to comfort them.  
They are so consumed and overwhelmed with 
their grief, trying to hold on to a job and some 
kind of normalcy for everyone else that they 
don't see or realize that their children are also 
grieving.  Sometimes it is due to their not 
knowing what to say to their child or that they 
think they are not old enough to understand what 
is going on.  Sometimes they think they are 
shielding them from the pain until they are much 
older.

Children who have not been given a chance to 
express their feelings of loss may in later years 
encounter emotional problems and demonstrate 
violent or behavior problems because of the 
repressed feelings.  Feeling they have had to be 
"strong" and not show their feelings or staying to 
themselves because they feel their parents no 
longer love them or have time for them, they 
sometimes grow up insecure and unable to love 
or accept love.

Our society has done little in the past to prepare 
children for loss and how to honor and respect 
those that have passed on.  Children weren't 
taken to funerals or allowed to see the deceased 
in the casket and if they were it was never 
discussed with them. By discussing death with a 
child it helps to answer some of their questions 
and fears and leaves them with a healthy 
understanding of death and the grief they are 
feeling and even their own personal spirituality. 
They don't have to fear death and can heal more 
easily.

Some of the signs that children who are having 
difficulties with grief may include depression, 
loss of sleep or appetite, fear of being alone, 
acting immature, talk of suicide, distancing 
themselves from friends and family and skipping 
school or acting up in school.

Ways To Help Your Child Cope With Their 
Loss And Grief:

Talk with your children. Listen. Be supportive 
and honest.  Answer their questions in simple 
and honest answers that is appropriate for their 
age to understand.  Let them know that they are 
safe and that you love them.  Reassure them that 
it wasn't their fault if they feel they are to blame.  
Sometimes they may think that it was their fault 
if they had picked up their toys, someone 
wouldn't have fallen on them; or if they hadn't 
gone to the store for them they wouldn't have 
been in an accident.  For those that are young it 
is sometimes helpful to let them express their 
feelings through stories, art, puppets or by giving 
them a book on loss for their age.  Letting them 
be part of the memorial service helps them to 
feel they contributed in showing love and respect 
for the one they lost. Notify the school and 
teachers.

Keeping a routine close to what it was before the 
loss helps them to know that life does continue 
despite the loss of a loved one and that the 
memories we shared will last forever.

Linda Stilson

Reasons Why Children Grieve Differently

It is typically their first encounter with death.

They do not have cognitive skills or reasoning 
skills about death of an adult.

They do not have the same emotional maturity.

Children have not developed patterns of coping. 

Children deal with God, Heaven, and the 'unseen' 
things of life, in some ways more 'trustingly' and 
in some ways more finitely: they often see Jesus  
as more 'tangible'.

Death and Heaven are often not properly linked: 
death is a scary thing that takes people away, but 
Heaven is a beautiful place where everyone (in 
most children's thinking) goes when they die.

Because of these and other factors, children often 
stretch their emotional abilities to grasp death.

Elizabeth Kirkley Best, PhD
The Forgotten Grief - www.forgottengrief.com


